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The patterns in this paper introduce the four most commonly
used techniques for providing client-side asynchrony in distributed object frameworks. FIRE AND FORGET describes besteffort delivery semantics for asynchronous operations that
have void return types. SYNC WITH SERVER notifies the client
only in case the delivery of the invocation to the server
application fails. POLL OBJECTS provide clients with means to
query the distributed object framework whether an asynchronous response for the request has arrived yet, and if so,
to obtain the return value. RESULT CALLBACK actively notifies
the requesting client of the returning result.

Introduction
OO-RPC middleware typically provides synchronous remote method
invocations from clients to server objects. In some scenarios, asynchronous behavior is necessary, though. This collection of patterns
introduces the four most commonly used techniques in this context.
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describes best-effort delivery semantics for asynchronous operations that have void return types. SYNC WITH SERVER looks
the same from the client’s point of view, however it is able to notify the
client (by throwing an exception) in case the delivery of the invocation
to the SERVER APPLICATION fails. POLL OBJECTS provide clients with
means to query the distributed object framework whether an asynchronous reply for the request has arrived yet, and if so, to obtain the return
value. Last but not least, RESULT CALLBACK will actively notify the
requesting client of the returning result.
FIRE AND FORGET

Note that these patterns are part of a larger pattern language on
remoting middleware (see also [VKZ02]). This is why some of the
PATTERN REFERENCES point to patterns not found in this paper.
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Fire and Forget
Your SERVER APPLICATION provides REMOTE OBJECTS with operations
that have neither return value nor report any errors.
j j j
In many situations, a client application needs to invoke an operation
on a REMOTE OBJECT simply to notify the REMOTE OBJECT of an event.
The client does not expect any return value. Reliability of the invocation is not critical, as it is just a notification that both client and server
do not rely on.
Consider a simple logging service implemented as REMOTE OBJECT.
Clients use it to record log messages. But recording of log messages
must not influence the execution of the client. For example, an invocation of the logging service must not block. Loss of single log messages
is acceptable.
Note that this scenario is quite typical for distributed implementations
of patterns, such as model-view-controller [BMR+96] or observer
[GHJV95], especially if the view or observer is constantly notified and
old data is stale data.
Therefore:

Process A
Client
Proxy
Client

Machine Boundary

Provide FIRE AND FORGET operations. When invoked, the CL IENT
PROXY sends the invocation across the network, returning control to
the caller immediately. The client does not get any acknowledgement from the REMOTE OBJECT receiving the invocation.
Server Process
Invoker

2) <<send>>

1) <<invoke>>
3) <<return>>

When the client invokes a FIRE AND FORGET operation, the
CLIENT PROXY marshals the parameters and sends them to
the server.
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j j j
The implementation of a FIRE
multiple ways, specifically:

AND FORGET

operation can be done in

•

The CLIENT PROXY can simply put the bytes on the wire in the
caller’s thread, assuming the send operation does not block.
(Asynchronous I/O operations, as supported by some operating
systems are of great help to avoid blocking.)

•

Alternatively, the CLIENT PROXY can spawn a new thread, that puts
the bytes on the wire independently from the thread that invoked
the remote operation. This variant also works when the send operation temporarily blocks.

The

on the server side typically differentiates between FIRE
operations and synchronous operations, as it is not necessary to send a reply for a FIRE AND FORGET operation. When the remote
invocation is performed in a separate thread, a thread pool will be used
instead of spawning a new thread for each invocation to avoid a thread
creation overhead.
INVOKER

AND FORGET

In cases where the distributed object framework does not provide FIRE
AND FORGET operations, the application can emulate such behavior by
spawning a thread itself and performing the invocation in that newly
created thread.
The benefit of the FIRE AND FORGET pattern is the asynchrony it
provides compared to synchronous invocations. Client and REMOTE
OBJECT are decoupled, in the sense that the REMOTE OBJECT executes
independently of the client; the client does not block during the invocation. This means the pattern is very helpful in event-driven
applications that do not rely a continuous control flow nor on return
values. Further, it is important that the applications do not rely on the
successful transmission.
However, errors in transmission to or execution of the REMOTE OBJECT
cannot be reported back to the client. The client is unaware whether the
invocation ever got executed successfully by the REMOTE OBJECT. Therefore, FIRE AND FORGET usually has only “best effort” semantics. The
correctness of the application must not depend on the “reliability” of a
FIRE AND FORGET operation invocation. To cope with this uncertainty,
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especially in situations, where the client expects some kind of action,
clients typically use time-outs to trigger counter-actions.
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Sync with Server
You want to ensure higher reliability of asynchronous invocations than
provided by FIRE AND FORGET operations.
j j j
FIRE AND FORGET is a useful but extreme solution in the sense that it
can only be used if the client can really afford to take the risk of not
noticing when a remote invocation does not reach the targeted
REMOTE OBJECT . The other extreme is a synchronous call where a
client is blocked until the remote method has executed successfully
and the result arrives back. Sometimes the middle of both extremes
is needed.
Consider a system that stores images in a database. Before the images
are actually stored in the database, they are filtered, for example by a
Fourier transformation that may take rather long. The client is not
interested in the result of the transformation but only in a notification
that it is triggered. Thus the client does not need to block and wait for
the result; it can continue executing as soon as the invocation has
reached the REMOTE OBJECT.
In this scenario, the client only has to ensure that the invocation
containing the image is transmitted successfully. However, from that
point onwards it is the responsibility of the SERVER APPLICATION to
make sure the image is processed correctly and then stored safely in the
database.
Therefore:
Provide S YNC WITH SERVER semantics for remote invocations. The
client sends the invocation, as in FIRE A ND FORGET , but waits for a
reply from the SERVER APP LICATION informing it about the
successful reception, and only the reception, of the invocation.
After the reply is received by the CL IENT PROXY , it returns control to
the client and execution continues. The SERVER APPLICATION independently executes the invocation.
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1) <<invoke>>

Client

Machine Boundary
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4) <<invoke>>

Remote
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Invoker

3) <<return>>
2) <<reply>>

A client invokes a remote operation. The CLIENT PROXY puts
the bytes of the invocation on the wire, as in FIRE AND FORGET. But it then waits for a reply from the SERVER APPLICA TION , that the invocation has been received from by the
server.
j j j
Note, that, as in FIRE AND FORGET, no return value or out parameters of
the remote operation can be carried back to the client. The reply sent by
the SERVER APPLIC ATION is only to inform the C LIENT PROXY about the
successful reception.
If the distributed object framework supports SYNC WITH SERVER operations, the INVOKER can send the reply message immediately after
reception of the invocation. Otherwise, SYNC WITH SERVER can be
emulated by hand-coding SYNC WITH SERVER into the respective operation of the REMOTE OBJECT. The operation spawns a new thread that
performs the remote invocation while the initial thread invoking the
remote invocation returns immediately resulting in a reply to the client.
Compared to FIRE AND FORGET, SYNC WITH SERVER operations ensure
successful transmission and thus make remote invocations more reliable. However, the SYNC WITH SERVER pattern also incurs additional
latency - the client has to wait until the reply from the SERVER APPLICA TION arrives. Eventually, it also has to retransmit the invocation.
Note that the C LIENT PROXY can inform the client of system errors, such
as a failed transmission of the invocation. However, it cannot inform
clients about application errors during the execution of the remote
invocation in the REMOTE OBJECT because this happens asynchronously.
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Poll Object
Invocations on REMOTE OBJECTS should execute asynchronously but the
client depends on the results for further computations.
j j j
There are situations, when an application needs to invoke an operation asynchronously, but still requires to know the results of the
invocation. The client does not necessarily need the results immediately to continue its execution, and it can decide for itself when to use
the returned results.
Consider a client that needs to prepare a complex XML document to be
stored in a relational database that is accessed through a REMOTE
OBJECT. The document will have an unique ID, which is generated by
the database system. Typically, a client would request an ID from the
database, wait for the result, create the rest of the XML document, and
then forward the complete document to the remote object for storage in
the database. A more efficient implementation is to first request the ID
from the database. Without waiting for the ID, the client can prepare
the XML document, receive the result of the ID query, put it into the
document, and then forward the whole document to the REMOTE OBJECT
for storage.
In general, a client application should be able to make use of even short
periods of latency, instead of blocking idle until a result arrives.
Therefore:
As part of the distributed object framework, provide P OL L OBJECTS,
that receive the result of remote invocations on behalf of the client.
The client subsequently uses the POLL OBJECT to query the result. It
can either just query (“poll”), whether the result is available, or it
can block on the POLL OBJECT until the result becomes available. As
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long as the result is not available on the POLL
continue asynchronously with other tasks.

2) <<invoke>>

1) <<invoke>>

Client

Client
Proxy

3) resAvail() > false

5) resAvail() > true
Poll
Object

4) storeResult(result)

6) getResult()

the client can

Server Process
Machine Boundary

Process A

OBJECT,

Invoker

A client invokes an remote operation on the CLIENT PROXY ,
which in turn creates aPOLL OBJECT to be returned to the client immediately. As long as the remote invocation has not
returned, the “result available” method returns false.
When the result becomes available, it is memorized in the
POLL OBJECT. When it is polled the next time, it returns true,
so that the client can fetch the result by calling the “get result” method.
j j j
The POLL OBJECT has to provide at least two operations: one to check if
the result is available; the other to actually return the result to the
calling client. Most POLL OBJECT implementations also provide a
blocking operation that allows clients to wait for the availability of the
result, once they decide to do so.
POLL OBJECTS typically depend on the interface of the REMOTE OBJECT. To

be able to distinguish results of two invocations on the same remote
object, either, the two above mentioned methods must be provided for
each of the remote object’s operations, or a separate poll object for each
operation must exist.
Use POLL OBJECTS when the time until the result is received is expected
to be rather short; however, it should be long enough so that the client
can use the time for other computations. For longer waiting periods,
especially if the period cannot be predetermined, use a RESULT CALLBACKS, as it is typically hard to cope with long waiting periods.
offers the benefit that the client application does not have
to use an event-driven, completely asynchronous programming model,
POLL OBJECTS
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as in the case with RESULT CALLBACK, while it can still make use of asynchrony to some extend. The server application can stay oblivient to
client side POLL OBJECTS.
However, when using POLL OBJEC TS the client has to be changed
slightly to do the polling. POLL OBJECTS either need to be generic, which
typically requires programming language support, or they have to be
specific to the REMOTE OBJECT and its interface operations.
Typically, the POLL
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Result Callback
Your SERVER APPLICATION provides REMOTE OBJECTS with operations
that have return values and/or may return errors. The result of the
invocation is handled asynchronously.
j j j
The client needs to be actively informed about results of asynchronously invoked operations on a REMOTE OBJECT . That is, if the result
becomes available to the CLIENT PROXY , the client wants to be
informed immediately to react on it. In the meantime the client
executes concurrently.
Consider an image processing example. A client posts images to a
REMOTE OBJECT specifying how the images should be processed. Once
the REMOTE OBJECT has finished processing the image, it is available for
download and subsequent displayed on the client. The result of the
processing operation is the URL where the image can be downloaded
once it is available. A typical client will have several images to process
at the same time, and the processing will take different periods of time
for each image – depending on size and calculations to be done.
In such situations a client does not want to wait until an image has been
processed before it submits the next one. However, the client is still
interested in the result of the operation to be able to download the
result.
Therefore:
Provide a callback-based interface for remote invocations on the
client. Upon an invocation, the client passes a callback object to the
CLIENT PROXY. The invocation returns immediately after sending
the invocation to the server. Once the result is available, the CL IENT
PROXY calls a predefined operation on the callback object, passing
it the result of the invocation.
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Client
Proxy

2) <<invoke>>

Client

3) <<invoke>>

4) finished( result )
Callback
Object

1) <<create>>

Machine Boundary

Process A

Server Process
Invoker

The client instantiates a callback object and invokes the operation on the CLIENT PROXY . When the result of the remote
invocation returns, it is dispatched by the CLIENT PROXY to
the callback object, calling a pre-defined callback method.
j j j
You can use the same or separate callback objects for each invocation of
the same type. Somehow the correct callback object has to be identified.
There are different variants, and it depends on the application case
which variant works better:
•

When you reuse a callback object you obviously need an asynchronous completion token [SSRB00] to associate the callback with the
original invocation. An asynchronous completion token contains
information that uniquely identify the callback object and method
that is responsible for handling the result message.

•

In cases where a callback object is not reused, responses to
requests, do not need to be further demultiplexed, which simplifies interaction and no asynchronous completion token is necessary.

Depending on the comfort offered by the distributed object framework,
the callback object is provided by the framework or has to be provided
by the application as REMOTE OBJECT. In the later case the callback
object’s GLOBAL OBJECT REFERENC E has to be sent with the invocation.
Using RESULT CALLBACK the client can immediately react on results of
asynchronous invocations. As in the case of POLL OBJECT, the SERVER
APPLICATION has nothing to do with the specifics of result handling in
the client. The use of RESULT CALLBACK requires an event-driven application design, whereas POLL OBJECTS allow to keep a synchronous
programming model.
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However, the RESULT CALLBACK pattern also incurs the liability that
client code, namely the code doing the original asynchronous invocation, and the code associated with the RESULT CALLBACK, is executed in
multiple thread contexts concurrently. The client code therefore needs
to be prepared for that, for example when accessing resources. The
CLIENT PROXY needs to have a separate thread handling asynchronous
replies - this also is true for POLL OBJECTS.
The major difference between poll object and result callback is that
result callback requires an event driven design, whereas poll object
allows to keep an almost synchronous execution model.
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Related Patterns
An REMOTE OBJECT is very similar to an active object in [SSRB00]. An
active object [SSRB00] decouples method invocation from method
execution. The same holds true for REMOTE OBJECTS that use any of the
above presented patterns for asynchronous communication. However,
when REMOTE OBJECTS are invoked synchronously the invocation and
execution of a method is not decoupled, even though they run in separate threads of control.
Active objects typically create future objects that clients use to retrieve
the result from the method execution. The implementation of such
future objects follows the same patterns are presented in RESULT CALLBACK and POLL OBJECT.
In the case of a result callback, an asynchronous completion token
[SSRB00] can be used to allow clients to identify different results of
asynchronous invocations to the same REMOTE OBJECT.

Know Uses Examples
For a long time CORBA [OMG00] supported only synchronous
communication and unreliable one-ways operations, which were not
really an alternative due to the lack of reliability and potential blocking
behavior. Since the CORBA Messaging specification appeared, CORBA
supports reliable one-ways. With various policies the one-ways can be
made more reliable so that the patterns FIRE AND FORGET as well as SYNC
WITH SERVER, offering more reliability, are supported. The RESULT CALLBACK and POLL OBJECT patterns are supported by the Asynchronous
Method Invocations (AMI) with their callback and polling model, also
defined in the CORBA Messaging specification.
.NET [Mic03] provides an API for asynchronous remote communication. Similar to our approach, executing code in a separate thread on
the client side. POLL OBJECTS are supported by the IAsyncResult interface. One can either ask whether the result is already available or block on
the poll object. RESULT CALLBACKS are also implemented with this interface. An invocation has to provide a reference to a callback
operation..NET uses one-way operations to implement FIRE AND
FORGET. SYNC WITH SERVER is not provided out-of-box.
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There are various messaging protocols that are used to provide asynchrony for web services on the protocol level, including JAXM, JMS,
and Reliable HTTP (HTTPR). These messaging protocols do not
provide a protocol-independent interface to client-side asynchrony and
require developers to use the messaging communication paradigm.
The patterns presented in this paper can be used to provided asychrony
for the sychnronous web service protocols as well.
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